ABSTRACT The deployment of sensor nodes (SNs) to form a network with coverage ability is one of the most important challenges of wireless sensor networks. In this paper, we study an efficient distributed deployment algorithm for barrier coverage improvement with mobile sensors, in which the SNs can be relocated after the initial deployment. To achieve the maximum number of barriers, we propose a distributed algorithm to construct k-barrier coverage by relocation of the SNs. Different from existing approaches, we propose a novel clustering technique based on the network area to reduce the information exchange messages. Then, based on the SNs clusters, we propose a heuristic method to assign the SNs evenly into each cluster with regard to the required number of SNs of each cluster and decide the moving SNs by computing the optimal relocation, considering moving distance minimization. The main goal of this approach is to relocate the SNs to form the maximum number of barriers with a minimum relocation cost, in terms of sensor energy consumption of communication and movement. The simulation results demonstrate the effectiveness of our algorithm when compared with other competing approaches.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, coverage has been become one of the most important issues in wireless sensor networks (WSNs) [1] , [2] . The coverage problem is usually interpreted as how well a WSN will monitor a field of interest [3] - [11] . There are many coverage applications therein, and barrier coverage [12] - [17] is one of the active research fields on the coverage problem. In this particular problem, a barrier coverage is similar to an electric fence, which detects a mobile object that infiltrates the sensor field.
The concept of barrier coverage was first introduced in the context of robotic systems [18] . The main objective in barrier coverage applications is to detect intruders as they pass over a monitored area. Border surveillance and intrusion detection are the two major applications of the barrier coverage problem [12] - [17] . The requirement of a barrier coverage application is generally to have at least one barrier (1-barrier covered) in the field of interest. Maximizing the number of barriers of the sensor nodes (SNs) deployed within the monitored area is one of the key factors in the design of barrier coverage applications for WSNs. However, the SNs are usually deployed in a large area, and each can only monitor within a limited sensing range. Therefore, to improve the barrier coverage in WSNs, the designing deployment algorithm with mobile sensors [19] is one of the main factors to be considered.
According to the accessibility of the monitored area, the sensor deployment can be classified as either random or deterministic [20] , [22] - [25] . For deterministic sensor deployment, the monitored area can be controlled in a humanfriendly environment. In contrast, random sensor deployment is usually in an inaccessible area. In many barrier coverage applications, the monitored area is usually inaccessible, and so the SNs can be arranged only by random deployment. In such deployment, the number of redundant SNs that do not belong to any barrier may be large. Hence, how to relocate the SNs to achieve the maximum number of barriers with a minimum relocation cost, in terms of sensor energy consumption of communication and movement, is a challenging problem.
The problem of barrier coverage improvement in WSNs by relocation of the SNs has been extensively studied in the literature [26] - [36] . Most approaches have proposed centralized deployment algorithms, and only a few studies have considered the distributed solutions. Moreover, although these algorithms have been developed to improve barrier coverage deployment, none of the techniques focuses on minimizing the relocation cost in both communication and moving distance with the goal of maximizing the number of barriers.
In this research, our approach focuses on the distributed sensor deployment with mobile SNs for maximizing the number of barriers by minimizing the energy consumption of communication and SN movement. After an initial random placement of SNs, we divide the network area into equal cells based on the length and width of the network area, such that the node sensing range can cover the left and right boundary of a cell. Some cells combine into a cluster.
Then, the cluster head (CH) nodes of each cluster exchange information together and make a decision on the final moving by computing the optimal location for each SN. The clustering approach helps reduce the number of exchange messages (communication cost). A heuristic approach is proposed to compute the new location, which helps minimize the moving distance (movement cost). To the best of our knowledge, this research is the pioneer regarding a distributed clustering protocol for barrier coverage formation with the goal of optimizing energy usage to address communication and movement costs.
The main objectives and contributions of our algorithm are as follows:
• We propose an architecture to redeploy the SNs in the monitored area by an effective distributed protocol for k-barrier coverage formation with mobile sensors.
• We propose a clustering technique in which the cluster size is defined based on the network area and the node sensing range to reduce the number of exchange messages.
• We propose a heuristic method to assign the SNs evenly to clusters based on the required number of SNs of each cluster and each cell, then decide the moving SNs by calculating the optimal relocation, considering moving distance minimization. The organization of the article is as follows. In section II, we review some of the related work on sensor deployment for barrier coverage improvement. Section III provides the network model, problem formulation, assumptions, and definitions of our algorithm. In section IV, our distributed deployment algorithm is presented in detail. Section V presents and discusses the performance evaluation of our proposed algorithm through simulation results. Finally, the conclusions and future research directions are discussed in section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
Some algorithms that have been proposed to achieve optimized barrier coverage focus on sensor deployments for WSNs. In this section, we briefly summarize related work concerning these two types of barrier coverage deployment algorithms, i.e., centralized and distributed.
A. CENTRALIZED ALGORITHMS
Centralized deployment algorithms for mobile sensors in order to achieve barrier coverage have been recently considered in the literature [26] - [32] .
Shen et al. [30] studied a deployment approach with mobile sensors in which the SNs can be relocated to achieve barrier coverage. The authors proposed a centralized algorithm to compute the new positions based on the initial positions of all SNs. They assumed that the relocated SNs are aligned into a straight line y = ax + b; therefore, their approach does not achieve the maximum number of barriers.
Saipulla et al. [31] proposed a deployment algorithm to relocate mobile SNs based on the deployed line to improve the barrier coverage. They considered a line-based sensor deployment strategy where SNs are dropped along a straight line. They further proposed an algorithm that finds barrier gaps and relocates mobile SNs to desirable locations to fill those gaps while minimizing the maximum energy consumption among the SNs. Their algorithm can achieve the optimal moving distance; however, it only considers construction of 1-barrier coverage. In other words, they do not provide a solution for k-barrier coverage.
In [32] , Nguyen et al. proposed two centralized deployment algorithms to optimize the number of barriers by minimizing the moving distance and the number of moving nodes. After an initial random placement of the SNs, the first approach applies a heuristic method to move all SNs close to the optimal location to maximize the total number of barriers. The second approach is used to determine the barriers based on a coverage graph and then to fill up the barrier gaps by moving the other SNs that do not belong to any available barrier path. The first approach is used to achieve the maximum number of barriers, while the second approach can achieve the optimal number of moving SNs and total moving distance.
Most centralized deployment algorithms can achieve the maximum number of barriers; however, these approaches suffer from drawbacks typical to centralized solutions, such as single high message overhead and lack of scalability.
B. DISTRIBUTED ALGORITHMS
There have been several studies with a special focus on distributed deployments to improve barrier coverage in WSNs [30] , [33] - [37] .
In [30] , the authors designed a distributed barrier algorithm (DBarrier) based on a virtual force model. To form a barrier, their algorithm let the SNs gather into a certain position nearby a line crossing from the left boundary to the right boundary of the monitored area. The SNs adjust their positions into a barrier crossing the given area according to the two types of forces, i.e., the total repulsive and attractive forces. To compute the virtual force on a single SN itself in a distributed way, these authors only considered the forces exerted by neighboring nodes. The SN collects the information of two-hop neighbors, from which the one-hop neighbors are picked based on new positions after their virtual moving. VOLUME 6, 2018 Note that this algorithm can form only 1-barrier coverage and does not provide an effective solution for k-barrier coverage; and this is a main drawback.
Ban et al. [35] focused on the problem of how to relocate SNs to construct a k-barrier with minimum energy consumption. The authors proposed an Approximate to Horizontal and Vertical Grid Barrier (AHVGB) algorithm to construct k-barrier coverage in large scale sensor networks. First, their algorithm divides the network area into equal-sized subregions. Then, the authors construct a horizontal grid barrier and a vertical grid barrier in each sub-region. Each sub-region can independently form barriers by local information in its own area without communication with other sub-regions. Although AHVGB can minimize the energy of communication and movement, it cannot maximize the number of barriers.
Wang et al. [36] proposed an algorithm for movement of the SNs to satisfy the line k-barrier coverage while minimizing the total SN movements. First, the SNs are placed into several evenly distributed fixed positions. They form a group of SNs and a group of fixed points as the two groups of a bipartite graph. Then, the algorithm incorporates the two groups to satisfy the line k-barrier coverage requirement. This algorithm can minimize the total moving distance; however, it cannot achieve a good number of barriers. In addition, the authors do consider the energy for communication.
Silvestri and Goss [37] proposed an autonomous algorithm for k-barrier coverage formation (MobiBar). The objective of MobiBar is to relocate the SNs to achieve a strong k-barrier coverage over the network area. Their algorithm aims at constructing k barriers of SNs such that every crossing path from the entrance boundary to the exit boundary of the monitored area intersects the sensing ranges of at least k different SNs. This algorithm defines a line parallel to the long edge of the area, called a baseline. Then, the model requires the SNs to construct a barrier on the baseline and the adjacent barriers to be located at a given distance. In general, the algorithm relocates the SNs to construct k-barrier in a normal way, and it does not achieve the optimizing of the moving distance.
III. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we describe the system overview of the proposed algorithm, including some assumptions and definitions for the algorithm.
A. NETWORK MODEL
We assume that a network N consists of a large number of SNs S i such that {i |1, . . . , n }. Each SN has a unique identification -id; each i th SN is located at a coordinate (x i , y i ); and all of them are randomly deployed over a rectangular two-dimensional region with a length (l) and width (w). An example of sensor network deployment for barrier coverage is illustrated in Fig. 1 .
We assume that all SNs have the same sensing radius and communication radius. The communication range is much larger than the sensing range [38] ; this assumption is realistic based on the actual motes, such as MICAz, whose communication range is much higher than the sensing range of several typical sensors [39] . The communication links between SNs are bi-directional.
We also assume that each SN knows its position (with low cost GPS) [22] , [40] , but we consider possible localization and positioning inaccuracies, bounded by a maximum error ε [37] . Therefore, we assume that the actual sensing radius (r) of SNs is equal to the minimum sensing radius r min minus the maximum error (ε), i.e., r = r min − ε. Table 1 introduces some notations used in our network models and our algorithm. 
B. DEFINITIONS
In this subsection, we introduce some definitions to support our algorithm.
Definition 1 (Barrier):
A barrier is a group of SNs that together form a node-disjoint path between the left boundary and right boundary of the network area (see Fig. 1 ). 
Definition 2 (Cell):
The monitored area is divided into equal cells (see Fig. 2 ). At the end of the algorithm, the SNs must move so that each cell contains a certain number of SNs. The length and width of the cell are defined as follows:
The required number of SNs of each cell is calculated as follows:
where l c and w c are the length and width of the cells; l and w are the length and width of the network; e hv is the required number of SNs of cell hv (h is the sequence number of the cell from left to right -horizontal; v is the sequence number from bottom to top -vertical).
Definition 3 (Cluster):
A cluster is a group of λ 2 cells located next to each other (λ = {2, 3, . . .}). In this research, we consider λ = 2, based on the relationship between sensing range and communication range. This means that each cluster contains 4 cells. Note that, in case the number of rows is odd, there are some clusters located at the top that contain only 2 cells.
Here, each cluster has its own id; the cluster id is numbered in order, as shown in Fig. 3 . Each SN can know the id of the cluster where it is located by calculating as follows:
The required number of SNs of each cluster is calculated as follows:
Definition 4 (Neighbor Cluster):
Cluster B is called a neighbor cluster of cluster A if cluster B has cluster id greater than the id of cluster A, and cluster B is located adjacent to cluster A (horizontal, vertical, or diagonal).
For example, in Fig. 3 , cluster 1 has three neighbor clusters, including clusters 2, 3, and 4; and cluster 4 has two neighbor clusters, including clusters 5 and 6.
In our algorithms, we define some different messages as follows:
• Info-Msg (node id, cluster id, node location).
• Cluster-Msg (node id, cluster id, number of nodes in cluster).
• No-Req (node id, destination id, P). P is set of cluster id; it will be described in detail later in section IV.
• Pull-Req (node id, destination id, P).
• Push-Req (node id, destination id, P).
• Change-Req (node id, destination id, new CH id).
• Join-Msg (node id, destination id, node location).
• Move-Req (node id, destination id, new node location). 
IV. DISTRIBUTED DEPLOYMENT ALGORITHM FOR BARRIER COVERAGE (DDABC)
In this section, we discuss our distributed deployment algorithm for barrier coverage in detail. Fig. 4 shows an overall view of DDABC. DDABC consists of a cluster formation phase, an information exchange phase, a cluster-adjusted phase, a cell-adjusted phase, and a moving phase.
A. CLUSTER FORMATION PHASE
The first phase of DDABC is cluster formation, which is used to get the location of SNs and the number of SNs in the same cluster. In this phase, each SN broadcasts Info-Msg, which contains the information about the cluster id (see Definition 3) and its location.
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After receiving the Info-Msg from all SNs in the same cluster, an SN S i will compare the distance between node location and the center of the cluster d S i , c S i of each node within the cluster. The location of the cluster center that node S i belongs to is calculated as follows:
If the distance between the location of an SN and the center of the cluster is shortest, it will become the CH node of that cluster; otherwise, it will become a cluster member (CM) node. Algorithm 1 provides the details of the first phase. After the information exchange phase, the CH nodes begin the operation of the cluster-adjusted phase, which is illustrated in Algorithm 3. In this phase, each cluster adjusts the number of SNs such that they have exactly the required number of SNs in the end of this phase. The operation of this phase is carried out sequentially in the order of the cluster id; this will ensure the clusters will get exactly the required number of SNs.
At the beginning of this phase, the CH node of the cluster with id = 1 will perform the operation first; it starts by checking the current number of SNs and the required number of SNs. There are three cases to consider as follows:
Case 1: u c S i = e c S i , the current number of SNs is equal to the required number of SNs. For this case, the CH node sends No-Req to the CH node of the next cluster (id is greater than 1 unit).
Case 2: u c S i < e c S i , the current number of SNs is less than the required number of SNs. In this situation, this cluster must pull the lacking number of nodes from its neighbor clusters, but first, the CH node must calculate in order to find the optimal solution by considering the following three objectives.
where V p is a set of neighbor clusters of cluster p; x q is the number of nodes that cluster p wants to get from cluster q; u q is the current number of nodes of cluster q; e q is the required number of nodes of cluster q; and d q is the distance between cluster p and cluster q. Assume that d q = 1 if the two neighbor clusters p and q are on the same row or column, and d q = 1.3 if the two neighbor clusters p and q are on the same diagonal. The first objective is to minimize the moving distance of the SNs (Equation 7); the second objective is to pull the SNs from the cluster with highest number of SNs (Equation 8); and the third objective is to pull the SNs from the cluster with highest number of SNs of its neighbor clusters (Equation 9). Note that the common objective is expressed as follows:
It should be noted that the above objective must satisfy: After calculating to get the optimal solution, the CH node has to send Pull-Req to the other CH nodes of its neighbor clusters. Note that if a CH node receives Pull-Req, it must choose the SNs (in quantity as required) closest to the center of the requested cluster and sends Change-Req to these nodes. Once an SN receives Change-Req, it has to send Join-Msg to the new CH node to confirm that it will join the new cluster. Fig. 5 illustrates an example of the process of requesting.
Case 3: u c S i > e c S i , the current number of SNs is larger than the required number of SNs. In this situation, this cluster has to push the excess number of SNs to its neighbor clusters. Similar to the second case, the CH node must calculate in order to find the optimal solution by considering the three objectives including Equations 7, 12, and 13.
The objective of Equation 12 is to push the SNs to the cluster with the lowest number of SNs and the objective of Equation 13 is to push the SNs to the cluster with lowest number of SNs of its neighbor clusters. Note that the common objective of this case is expressed as follows:
Similar to the second case, the above objective must satisfy Equation 11 . After a CH node has the optimal solution, it has to send Push-Req to the other CH nodes of its neighbor clusters. VOLUME 6, 2018 Note that Pull-Req and Push-Req contain a set P. For example, the CH node of cluster 1 sends Pull-Req to the CH nodes of clusters 2, 3, and 4, which contains P = {2, 3, 3}. It means that the CH node of cluster 1 wants to pull 1 node from cluster 2 and 2 nodes from cluster 3, accordingly.
It also should be noted that, after a CH node receives a request message (Pull-Req, Push-Req, or No-Req) from a CH node of the previous cluster (id is less than 1 unit), it will perform the same process by following the above three cases. This process will continue until the last CH node. The following pseudo-code provides the details of the clusteradjusted phase.
D. CELL-ADJUSTED PHASE
After a cluster-adjusted phase, all clusters already have the required number of nodes. However, cells in each cluster may not have exactly (lack or excess) the required number of nodes. In this phase, the CH node must adjust the number of nodes of each cell. In other words, the CH node has to assign each SN to the appropriate cell such that each cell in the cluster has exactly the required number of SNs (see also Equation 3 ).
The pseudo-code shown in algorithm 4 provides the details of the cell-adjusted phase.
E. MOVING PHASE
Once each cell has exactly the required number of nodes, the network will begin the operation of the moving phase; it is the final phase of DDABC. In this phase, each CH node computes and decides the new location of each SN in its cluster. The new locations of the SNs in each cell are distributed evenly on the vertical line that passes through the center of the cell. This will ensure that the sensing range of the SN overlaps the left boundary and the right boundary of the cell. After determining the optimal location for each SN, the CH node sends Move-Req to its CM nodes. As with the CM nodes, the CH node also moves to a new location to be put together with other SNs to form the barriers. Algorithm 5 provides the details of the moving phase of DDABC (see also Fig. 6 as an example of node relocation).
Algorithm 4
The Cell-Adjusted Phase 1 if (S i is a CH node of cluster p) then 2 x = C p //(C p is set of nodes that have joined cluster p in the previous phase, but are located outside this cluster) In this section, we investigate the performance of our algorithm DDABC compared to that of other distributed deployment algorithms for barrier coverage, such as DBarrier [30] , AHVGB [35] , and MobiBar [37] .
A. SIMULATION SETUPS
A MATLAB simulator has been used for the simulation. All SNs were randomly distributed across a plain area of 100 × 400 m 2 . We simulated the algorithms with various numbers of SNs, i.e., n = {100, 200, 300, 400, 500}. We set the actual sensing radius r to be 10 meters and the communication radius to be 80 meters [39] .
Note that our energy model follows the models defined in [22] , [37] , and [40] . In particular, the energy consumption of sending and receiving a message is 1.125 units and 1 unit, respectively. For energy consumption of movement, 1 meter of movement costs 300 times that of sending a message, and starting or stopping a movement costs the equivalent of a 1 meter movement [37] .
We evaluated the performance of DDABC by making a comparison with three other algorithms; DBarrier [30] , AHVGB [35] , and MobiBar [37] .
The DBarrier is a distributed algorithm for 1-barrier coverage. DBarrier adjusts the SNs' positions according to the total repulsive and attractive forces. In our simulation, we modified DBarrier for k-barrier coverage by horizontally splitting the network area equally.
The AHVGB is a distributed algorithm for k-barrier coverage. AHVGB divides the network area into rectangular subregions. In each sub-region, an SN is selected as a CH node. The CH node calculates the new positions of the SNs in its sub-region; a subset of SNs fills the right side of the rectangle, while another set forms a line that horizontally crosses the sub-region. In our simulation, to get a fair result, we increased the number of sub-regions proportionally to the number of SNs.
MobiBar is also a distributed algorithm for k-barrier coverage. MobiBar forms the barriers by moving the SNs toward the horizontal lines.
There are five key metrics of these evaluations, i.e., the number of barriers, the average moving distance of the SNs, the ratio of the average moving distance to the number of barriers, the average energy consumption of movement and communication, and the ratio of the average energy consumption to the number of barriers. The results of all the simulations are averaged over twenty simulation runs in each configuration. Fig. 7 shows the barrier coverage level after performing the movement of the SNs formulated by DBarrier, AHVGB, MobiBar, and DDABC. It is clear that the number of barriers of MobiBar and DDABC are the largest and reach the maximum value. In contrast, the number of barriers of DBarrier and AHVGB are very low due to their lack of adaptability. Upon increasing the number of SNs, the number of barriers of all algorithms increased. This is justifiable because the larger the number of SNs is, the larger the number of available barriers is. However, when the number of SNs is increased, DBarrier and AHVGB cannot exploit the extra SNs to form many barriers because the structure of the area or sub-region has limited the formation of more barriers. Fig. 8 shows the average moving distance per SN under different numbers of SNs. The average moving distance of AHVGB is the lowest; this is justifiable because in this algorithm, the SNs move locally within each sub-region. DDABC achieves the average moving distance, similar to DBarrier and much better than MobiBar.
B. SIMULATION RESULTS
We provide additional insights on the ratio of the average moving distance to the number of barriers in Fig. 9 . DDABC is superior; we observe a similar trend of the average moving distance to the number of barriers for the four algorithms, in which our DDABC algorithm results in the lowest total distance of only approximately 40% of the values for DBarrier and AHVGB, and only approximately 60% to 80% of the value for MobiBar. 10 compares the average energy consumption of communication spending on the four algorithms. It is clear from the charts that DDABC and AHVGB show very good performance. This is justifiable because DDABC divides the network area into many clusters similar to the sub-regions in AHVGB. This helps these algorithms to limit the number of sending and receiving messages. In contrast, there is no range limit for sending messages in DBarrier and MobiBar. This leads to the SNs having to receive many messages. consumption of movement because this algorithm provides a low moving distance. However, this comes at the expense of a lower number of barriers. The average energy consumption of movement of DDABC is similar to DBarrier and is only approximately 65% to 75% of the value for MobiBar. Fig. 12 compares the overall average energy consumption (both communication and movement) of the four algorithms. The energy consumption of the movement is significantly higher than the energy consumption of the communication. Therefore, this bar chart is similar to the bar chart of the average energy consumption of movement. This is true of the values of DDABC and AHVGB due to the lower energy con-sumption of communication. Different from the two above algorithms, DBarrier and MobiBar consume more energy for communication; and this has led to a significant increase in their total energy consumption. Fig. 13 shows the ratio of the average energy consumption to the number of barriers. Again, DDABC is superior. The ratio of the average energy consumption to the number of barriers of DDABC is only approximate at 20% to 40%, 30% to 55%, and 60% to 75% of the values of DBarrier, AHVGB, and MobiBar, respectively. The results have shown the effectiveness of the energy consumption optimization of DDABC in the process of formulating the maximum number of barriers.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this research, we proposed a distributed deployment algorithm for maximizing the number of barriers with mobile sensors, called DDABC. DDABC optimizes the relocation cost that includes communication and movement by considering a cluster-based processing.
First, DDABC considers reducing the number of exchange messages by dividing the monitored area into clusters. The cluster size is determined based on the monitored area and the node sensing range. The clustering approach helps optimizing energy consumption of communication. Moreover, it helps minimizing the maximum moving distance of SNs. Second, DDABC considers finding the optimal solution to adjust the required number of SNs in each cluster and each cell such that the moving distance is lowest.
To evaluate the performance of our proposed scheme, we compared the performance of our algorithm -DDABCto the performance of the DBarrier, AHVGB, and MobiBar algorithms in terms of the number of barriers, the average moving distance, and the average energy consumption of communication and movement after the final deployment. Through simulation experiments, the results show that our algorithm has achieved the maximum number of barriers by moving the SNs to the optimal locations. In particular, our algorithm outperforms the compared algorithms in almost all performance parameters.
Although our algorithm can achieve some improvements for barrier coverage, there are still some modifications that can be made for further enhancements. Our future work will solve that problem by applying soft-computing algorithms to achieve global optimization.
